In this work we discuss the interest of measuring the ratio of of pp annihilation into kaon and pion pairs near the threshold region, where S state dominates. It is shown that a good agreement with existing data on the ratio of the yields of charged kaon to pion pairs is obtained taking into account not only quark rearrangement in the incident hadrons, but also vacuum excitations.
In this paper we discuss the ratio of the yields of pion and kaon pair production in thē pp annihilation process near the threshold region. In this region, all states except S-states are suppressed. The main decay channel of the triplet state is to a pion charged pair, due to the absence of constituent strange quarks in the proton Fock state. On the other hand, the π + π and K + K decay channels are expected to occur with equal probability from the singlet state 1 S 0 , due to the equality of theparticle-hole excitations in the physical vacuum, with q = u, d, s.
The particular interest of these processes is related to the availability of high energy antiproton beams at PANDA (FAIR), in next future. The interesting kinematical region, the threshold region, can be reached in the collision of ap beam using the known mechanism of 'return to resonances', where the excess energy is carried by photon or jet emission.
The antiproton-proton annihilation at low energy has been studied experimentally and theoretically (for a review, see for instance [1] ).
Strangeness production inpp annihilation has been considered in the literature, particularly in connection with the violation of OZI rule in vector meson production through the ratio of φ to ω yield [2, 3] , or in the polarization properties of the Λ baryons.
At LEAR, the frequencies ofp annihilation at rest in a gaseous H 2 target into pion (f ππ ) and kaon (f KK ) pairs were measured [4] . The following result was obtained: that f ππ = (4.26 ±0.11)×10 −3 , f KK = (0.46 ±0.03)×10 −3 , and their ratio:
0.108 ± 0.007. It was also shown that the probability for S state decreases when the gas pressure increases.
At threshold, where √ s ≤ 2M p , different states are possible, for thepp bound system, with quantum numbers:
The mechanism considered here for 1 S 0 production was not considered in the previous literature. We do not consider meson production and the excited states with L = 1, as we focus to a narrow kinematical region, where their contribution is small.
Our approach can explain the experimental results of the ratio of pion and kaon pairs in pp annihilation at rest [4] , through the excitation of vacuum states.
In Ref. [5] , similar arguments were applied to explain the ∆T = 1/2 rule in the decay of kaons into two pions.
Let us focus on the threshold region, neglecting the contributions from L = 1 states.
Meson production inp annihilation occur through rearrangement of the constituent quarks (see Fig. 1a ). Selection rules require that J = 1, therefore, by this mechanism, π + π − final channel occurs from 3 S 1 state. As the strange quark content of the proton is very small, and strange quarks come only from the sea, kaon production is forbidden through such mechanism: in triplet S state only pions are produced.
However a kaon pair can be produced through a disconnected diagram Fig. 1b where any pair of particles can be created from excited vacuum. In this case, a singlet state, corresponding to J = 0, 1 S 0 can produce a pair of current quarks, which, after interacting, convert into constituent quarks and become observable as mesons. Let us underline that the probability to enhance uū pair of current quarks is the same as for a ss pair of current quarks due to the structure of excited vacuum (EV). The matrix element of the process pp →qq in singlet state, is proportional toū(p − )v(p + ) (where u, v are the spinors of the quark and antiquark, with four momentum p + , p − respectively):
where
MeV, m s = 400 MeV, and E u = E s = m p , m p is the proton mass.
The yield of pion and kaon pair production should be corrected by the phase volume ratio
to which we attribute an error of 5% related to the constituent quark masses. This quantity may be compared to the experimental value R = f (
The present estimation is based on the statement that pion and kaon pairs are produced 'democratically' from the vacuum excitation, whereas kaon production is forbidden in singlet S state.
Let us illustrate the kinematic of interest for PANDA (FAIR). The threshold region, can
be reached in the collision of ap beam (which may have momentum up to 15 GeV) using the 'return to resonances' mechanism, where the excess energy is carried, for example, by hard real or virtual photon. Using conservation laws and on-mass condition for a protonium (pp bound state, B of momentum P ):
one obtains, for the case of real photon emission:
where θ = k p + and β are the photon emission angle and velocity, and E is the energy of the beam (the direction of the beam is taken as the z− axis). In Fig. 2 the kinematics corresponding to protonium at rest is shown in the plane ω versus cos θ, for three values of the incident energy: E=5, 10 and 15 GeV.
In the case of virtual photon emission (with subsequent conversion to jet) one has:
where θ is the emission angle of the jet.
The probability to create a protonium state by a slow moving antiproton is finite in the limit of zero velocity, due to the bound state factor:
which compensates the smallness of the phase volume of the colliding proton and antiproton.
This kinematical situation is similar to the one of positronium created by slow positrons in matter [7] .
Let us remind that the main contribution to the pp cross section is related to elastic pp scattering, which is three order of magnitude larger than the annihilation channel. For A discussion of the different channels and reaction mechanisms in frame of standard QCD can be found in [6] .
In conclusion, we gave quantitative estimation of the ratio of the yield between kaon and pion pairs, discussing two possible reaction mechanisms which differ by the quantum numbers involved -the rearrangement of constituent quarks in the reaction participantsthe excitation of the physical vacuum. Taking into account the mechanism of conversion of the vacuum response tostate and the difference of the relevant phase volumes, a good agreement with the existing experimental data is obtained. [7] V.I. Goldansky, Modern Physics in Chemistry, v.1, Academic Press(1976).
